A plasmonic sensing device based on an asymmetric long-range surface plasmon polaritons waveguide is proposed and investigated. The sensing structure consists of a microchamber and a gold strip with a cover layer, which is located on a dielectric supported by a silicon substrate. The optical and sensing properties of the device were studied using a finite element method. The sensitivity of the designed structure approaches 7.74 W/RIU for optimal sensing length and the limit of detection is 5.17 × 10 −7 RIU. The proposed device is appropriate for a wide range of sensing applications, in fields that include biochemistry, environmental science, food safety, and medicine.
Introduction
Surface plasmon polaritons have been widely investigated in optical interconnection field, where they can provide local field enhancement and overcome the limitations of optical diffraction [1] . Longrange plasmon polaritons (LR SPP) are propagating surface plasmon waves, and have attracted a significant amount of attention because of their ultra-low propagation losses. Various long-range plasmon polariton based configurations have been demonstrated from theories to experiments. Examples include waveguides [1] - [4] , filters [5] , [6] and coupling gratings [7] , [8] . These devices can be fabricated using complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processes. Surface plasmon polaritons have also been used in optical biochemical sensing, using variations in optical property configuration induced the effects of the analyte on the refractive index of a solution. The performing power [9] , [10] , phase [11] , [12] and frequency spectrum modulation [13] , [14] , for some sensing structures have been demonstrated.
Long-range surface plasmon polariton waveguides have been extensively investigated in sensor application fields because their propagation length can reach millimeter scales, which provides a large sensing area and improves the sensitivity. A typical LR SPP waveguide consists of a metal film embedded in a dielectric, which can be excited a symmetrical optical transverse magnetic (TM) mode [15] , [16] . In nature, LR SPPs operate in a low loss symmetric propagation mode through the strong coupling of two surface plasmon polariton waves along the top and bottom interfaces of the metal film [16] - [18] . Plasmonic-based biosensors have demonstrated to be effective as detectors for E.coli [19] and other biochemical detection applications [20] , [21] . Plasmonic sensors are easily integrated into optical circuits and have small footprints compared to fiber sensors. However, the sensitivity of LR SPP based sensors can be an issue.
The aim of this work is to use a finite element method (FEM) embedded in the COMSOL Multiphysics software to investigate the optical properties of the proposed long-range surface plasmon polariton waveguides for use in sensing applications. Long propagation lengths can be achieved using silver thin films, which in turn provide a longer sensing area for the waveguide. However, gold (Au) sensing surfaces are more stable and more easily modified. Therefore, a gold film was utilized in the proposed LR SPP waveguide. In this work, the sensing and the optical properties of the proposed sensing structure are discussed in Section 2. The sensor performance and applications are investigated in Section 3. Concluding remark provided in Section 4.
Designed and Analyzed of Long-Range Surface Plasmon Polariton Waveguide
Mode coupling between the metal/bottom dielectric and metal/top dielectric interfaces contributes to the LR SPP mode. The LR SPP optical mode is fully symmetrical when the refractive indices in the two dielectrics at the top and bottom of the metal are identical, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . However, if the refractive indexes in the top and bottom dielectrics of the metal are slightly mismatched then propagation losses increase dramatically. Small differences in refractive indices have a negative effect on the typical LR SPP optical mode, to the extent that it becomes leaky, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Consequently, propagation losses in the LR SPP waveguide with increasing the mode mismatch between the top and bottom of metal. Therefore, the extent of propagation loss for LR SPP waveguides can be used to detect changes in the refractive index of an environment.
The proposed sensing device consists of a Si substrate and a long-range waveguide, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The LR SPP waveguide is provided a gold strip of width w and height h embedded in Teflon. In order to get a better tradeoff between sensitivity and measuring range of the designed sensor, a cover layer of width w and height h c is introduced. In the following sections, without additional explanation, the height of the cover layer is set at 400 nm. A polarization fiber (PM) is butt-coupled to the input of the LR SPP waveguide to excite the LR SPP mode. A detail cross-section of the proposed LR SPP waveguide is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . The sensing length of the device is D and the refractive index of silicon is 3.45 [22] . The refractive index fluid to be investigated is n a . The gold permittivity is calculated from the Drude model:
where ε ∞ is the high frequency dielectric constant, γ is the electron damping factor, ω is the angular frequency of the light wave, and ω p is the plasma frequency. In this work, ε ∞ , γ, and ω p are 1.53, 1.4 × 10 14 s −1 and 1.65 × 10 16 s −1 , respectively [23] . Polytetrafluoroethylene was selected as the cladding dielectric because its refractive index, n t = 1.4.
The optical properties of the proposed structure with propagation length L p and effective refractive index n eff were investigated to determine the characteristics of the proposed LR SPP waveguide. The complex effective refractive indices N eff = n eff + jk eff , of the modes of the designed waveguide at the operating wavelength, λ, were evaluated by performing numerical analysis. The propagation length was defined as [15] :
The operating wavelength λ was set to 1310 nm to best utilize the common optical source and the features of the proposed device. The width of the Au strip was set as 3 μm, 4 μm, 5 μm and 6 μm, to investigate the performance of the device with different width strips. The effective refractive index, n eff , and the propagation length L p were calculated for heights of the Au strip, h a , between 10 nm and 60 nm. The effective refractive index, n eff , increases gradually with increasing the thickness of the Au strip; this increase is coupled with an enhanced confinement capability of waveguide, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The propagation length, L p , decreases as the height and width of the strip increase, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) , because ohmic increase with the size of the Au strip.
Sensing Properties
The LR SPP mode is highly sensitive to difference in the refractive index of the dielectric on top of the metal. A slight change in refractive index can lead to a drastic increase in propagation loss, with an associated decrease in the output power of the LR SPP waveguide. Power measurements are a sensing technique that can be used to probe analytes, and widely applied in microfluidic mediums [9] , [21] . The sensing performance of the designed configuration was investigated using refractometric measurements of output power. The refractive index of the microfluid, including analyte, was assumed to vary between 1.33 and 1.4. Eigenvalues were calculated to evaluate the sensitivity of the designed structure to the variations in the fluid refractive index.
The normalized electric field distributions of the waveguide cross-section were investigated for fluid refractive indices of 1.33, 1.35, 1.36, 1.37, 1.38 and 1.4, using an Au strip that was 5 μm wide and 40 nm high, as shown in Fig. 4(a) -(f). The electric field distributions became increasingly symmetric as the fluid refractive index increased, which implies that the propagation loss decrease and that there was mode coupling loss at fluid/cladded interfaces (B-B and C-C). The loss is attributed to changes in propagation mode.
From Fig. 4 , the optical modes of the sensing waveguide drastic change with variation of the refractive index of analyte. Therefore, the efficiency of the coupling at the interface between the cladding and the etched layer (B-B, C-C and D-D) is a critical parameter for sensing performance. The coupling loss must be taken into account if the output power is to be calculated accurately. According to optical theories, the mode coupling loss is defined by [24] :
where C is the mode overlap factor of coupling modes, defined by:
where AÝ is the entire computed domain at the transverse plane, E y 1 and, E y 2 are y component of the electric field coupling planes, and E * y is the conjugate electric field of E y . The coupling efficiencies of A-A, B-B, C-C and D-D interface were assumed as C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 , respectively. Therefore, the output power, P out , was be calculated using:
where α 1 and α 2 are the attenuation constant of the LRSPP field at sensing area and full cladding area, respectively. According to characteristics of the propagation mode of the LRSPP waveguide, C 2 = C 3 . The coupling efficiencies of interfaces, B-B and D-D, were investigated mainly, because the propagation modes of the LRSPP waveguide have distinct changes at these interfaces. The mode diameter of the PM fiber coupled with the LRSPP waveguide is 5.69 μm. The coupling efficiencies, C 2 and C 4 were investigated as a function of the Au strip size for the refractive indices between 1.33 and 1.4, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) , respectively. The coupling efficiency increased with increasing refractive index of analyte, because the coupling modes at strip top and bottom of the metal strip become better match. The coupling efficiency also increase as with the size of the Au strip increase. However, a larger Au strip leads to greater propagation losses for the sensing waveguide. Consequently, it is necessary to optimize the tradeoff between coupling efficiency and propagation loss for the sensing waveguide.
In sensing applications, the sensitivity of the device is determined by the variation in maximum output power difference as a function of the refractive index of the fluid. To increasing sensitivity, the sensing region length D of the waveguide was optimized using [9] :
where k eff0 is the imaginary part of the effective refractive index of the sensing waveguide without fluid or analyte present. The refractive index of the fluid is perturbed by the presence of the analyte by an amount of change n. The sensitivity, S p n , is an important sensor parameter, and was calculated using [25] , [26] :
The sensitivity is calculated in units of W/RIU (RIU: refractive index units). For sensing of heterogeneous materials, the limit of detection (LOD) of the sensor is also important. This parameter is defined as the minimum detectable variation in refractive index of the analyte. The LOD can be calculated from [27] :
where δ p is the minimum detectable signal of the power probe. The LOD is inversely proportional to the sensitivity of the refractive index. It is useful, therefore, to increase the sensitivity and decrease LOD as far as practical. The normalized output power was investigated as a function of the size of the Au strip for the optimal value of D, as plotted in Fig. 6 . As the refractive index of the analyte increases the normalized output power increased when the sensing length is optimal. Contrarily, the normalized output power decreased with the Au strip size, because of increased propagation loss. The Au strip is, therefore, a critical parameter for this sensing waveguide.
The sensitivity of the sensor is closely related to sensing resolution. The sensitivity (S p n ) of the device was calculated as a function of the width of the Au strip, which was varied from 4 μm to 6 μm, and for heights of 35 nm, 40 nm and 45 nm, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . The sensitivity of the designed configuration increased with increasing height of the Au strip. However, the optimal sensing waveguide length decrease as the size of the of gold strip increased, because of the increase in propagation loss with increasing Au strip. Therefore, careful optimization is necessary to balance the factors that favor increased sensing length and sensitivity. The width and height of the Au strip, based on these considerations, was w = 4 μm and h = 35 nm. In these conditions, the sensitivity is close to 7.74 W/RIU and the optimal sensing length (D) is 758 μm. If the resolution of power probe is assumed as 0.0004% [9] , to maximize sensitivity, S p n = 7.74 W/RIU, and the LOD is close to 5.17 × 10 −7 RIU. Effective temperature stabilization is also critical for refractometric sensors. The refractive index of Teflon is a function of the temperature of the device because of the thermo-optic effect. The thermo-optical coefficient of Teflon is −1.3 × 10 −4 /°C. The normalized output power was plotted at 25°C, 35°C, and 45°C as shown in Fig. 8 . With increasing temperature, the normalized output power increased slightly, which is attributed to an increase in the coupling efficiency at interfaces B-B and C-C. The maximum change in the normalized output power over a temperature increase of 10°C was about 7%. Therefore, the temperature stabilization of the sensor is considered to be good. The ideal width and height of the gold strip are 4 μm and 35 nm, respectively. the mode of sensing waveguide is insensitive to the width of gold strip. Fig. 9 shows the normalized output power at three different height fabrication errors −2 nm, 0 nm, 2 nm. As the fabrication errors of increase, the normalized output power lightly increases or decreases in fabrication errors range of ±5.7% (±2 nm). The dimension size of the gold strip can be controlled with high precision [28] . Therefore, the sensing properties of the proposal can be considered as stable at sensing range of 1.33∼1.4.
Conclusions
To conclude, a plasmonic sensing device based on an asymmetric long-range surface plasmon polaritons waveguide was proposed and investigated. The optical and sensing properties of the proposed structure were determined using a finite element method embedded in the COMSOL Multiphysics software. The proposed configuration performs well; the maximize sensitivity is close to 7.74 W/RIU. With this sensitivity, the calculated limit of detection is 5.17 × 10 −7 RIU. The proposed device is widely applicable in sensing applications that include biochemistry, environmental science, food safety, and medicine.
